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As an Architect

I’m a 20 years old student in architecture, a futur architecte, but I’m also a human in the society. The 
architecture  is, for me, designing the void. The one between the walls, the ceilling and the floor, but 
also the one between people. I think that architecture and relations between people have something 
to do together; are linked. Becoming an architecte is for me the opportunity to allow people to meet, 
to enjoy their time or an experience, to share, to learn about the others, to discover something new, 

something different, startling and pleasant: the architecture. 

Video sensitive: goo.gl/uM28Gt

Design of my ideal collabortaive studio 



Exercice 1 : Instant city 

First sketch about the Instant city Instant city at the Donana Beach

Share the square model 1:1

The instant city of the 21st century, inspire by the Archigram idea, tooks place at the Donana beach 
next to the national park of Donana. After discovered the city of Cadiz, El Ricio, Jerez, Granada and 
two national parks, our group of project have to spend 24 hours in a wild beautiful place, the Donana 
beach. The main object of our project «share the square» was to build a commun space to allow 
people to have a dinner together, to exchange and to have fun. We imagine a place to share an ex-

perience, the experience of being together. 

Video share the square: goo.gl/SQN5he



Exercice 2 : Recycling city 

Manifiesto cover  Design Social Emergency Shelter 

Spain overflood by the increasing of the sea level (65m)

The recycling city workshop was directed by an Icelandic artist, Ruri. During one week, we discussed 
about the global warming and specifically about the rising sea level. We created a map simulating the 
Spain coast with the sea level 65m higher than nowadays. We discover that most of the coastal city 
will disapear because of the global warming. In this critical situation we tried to find human, environ-

mental, and social solutions.  



Exercice 3 : Masking Madrid 

Giner Rios Foundation Augmenspace - Caixa forum

Matadero

Madrid, capital of Spain, dynamic center, an area full of possibilities. We discovered its architecural 
wealth, as the Matadero center, the Norman foster foundation, the Telephonica, the Giner rios foun-
dation, the Medialab Prado, the Caixa Forum, the Madrid Rio urban area... with students from the 
UEM- European University in Madridd and AUD-American University in Dubaii. The objetcif of this 
international workshop was to imagine how Madrid will be in 2100, with its opportunities and issues. 
Our group was working on the V.V.C-Virtual Vertical Canvas and the augmented reality concept and 

though about how could be the public space in 100 years. 

Video Augmenspace - Caixa forum:  goo.gl/tS9MnU



Visibility
Architecture could be something different, something outstanding, like a signal in the urban landscape. This 
noticeable element will suprised people, and will encourage them to go out in the street, and discuss about 

what they see. 



Higest shelter 

Visibility
Recognizable shape thanks to

 the geodesic dome      

Section Share the square project

Social Emergency Center 



Visibility

Unexpected public space  

 Section Augmenspace - Caixa forum 



Parcipatory
The participatory aspect in a project allows users and architectes to talk together about their vision of the 
futur. It is for me one of the most important part of the process in architecture: the discussion. Users and 
designers will exchange, and build together that the users really needed and wanted. Moreover, if people 
build something for them and for the collectivity, the sense of belonging of this place and of a community 

will increase with any effort. 



Participatory

Recycling bootles workshop to create the roof 
Painting workshop on the tables

Commun space to disscus, share, relax or eat Section Share the square project



Parcipatory Augmenspace - Caixa forum  

Each user have the possibility to had new elements on the exiting layer 

Personifestation system 

FInal public space created by the additon of each elements 



Parcipatory

1. 2.

3. 4. 5.

Arrival of the social emergency center in the affected area. Exchange between victims and people form the social 
emergency center. 

Cafetaria, garden, water production center, culturel center, 
discussion area and workshop are open to all to learn and to 

exchange knowlegdes and skills. 

Victims and rescuer are working together to build a new city and 
a new society.

The new city is build, it is time to say good bye, or not! 

Social Emergency Center 



Flexibility
Nowadays we are living in a society of cosumption. We always want more, buy more, throw away more. 
And this fact is true for the architecture too. With flexible projects, it will be possible to reuse, to modify, to 
improve architectural elements without destroy them before. The flexibility concept is also an interesting 
advantage for the users because they can modify spaces as they like and so feeling more comfortable in 

the architectural project.   



Flexibility Different diposition of the fabric        

Model share the square project



Flexiblity
Plan and program social emergency center 

Flexible organisation of the additional layers Augmenspace - Caixa forum  



Technology
When we are talking about technology in arcchitecture, our first though goes to the engineering but people 
could have skills and knowledges used for an architectural project without being an architecte or an en-
gineer, just by being themselves. The introduction of the technology in archiecture open the possibility to 

share ideas and to learn about the others. 



Technology Mechanism by Theo 
Jansen 
Stranbeest 

Connexion tubes (pots and beams.) 

Sails using wind ener-
gy to activate the Theo 

Jansen mechanism

Section Social Emergency Center 

Axonometry share the square project



Technology 

Change of reference planUsual gravitational force Artificial gravitational force 

Augmenspace - Caixa forum 

Multi-gravitational experience 

Additional augmentedly 
generated layer over the 
exiting public space .



Self suffIcient  
Global warming is here, and we have to find solution to at least slow down the process. The environmen-
tal  impact of the human being is one of the major issue of our century and we couldn’t ignore it longer. 
The architectes have to think about this problem, as all of us. By reducing our energy consumption and by 

changing our energy producting, we could start to improve the environement health.



Self suffIcient  

Cooling system used for the food during the day Survival blanket used during the night 

Heavy element

Evaporation

Clean water Dirty water 

Condensation

Plastic film

Plan Social 
Emergency Center 

Share the square project



Self suffIcient  Water wheel

Waterfall below the 
forum caixa building

 Section Augmenspace - Caixa forum 



Accesibility
Extending access to the architecture is also allowing everybody, without any selection, to take advantage 
of the architecture. Architecture is becoming something attractive and accesible, not only according to the 
practical meaning but also accroding to the cultural meaning. Before appreciating architecture we should 

discover it, and how discover it if it is something which is confined to an elite? 



Museo Nacional 
del Prado 

Real Jardín 
Botánico

Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte 

Reina Sofía

Accesibility

Fluid acces with a shroud system 

Unique acces with a crossbuck system 

Plot plan Augmenspace - Caixa forum  

Axonometry share the square project



AccesiblitySocial emergency center used to help 
disaster-stricken populations

Walking shelterFloating shelter Opening shelter

Social Emergency Center 


